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1Improving SAR Automatic Target Recognition
Models with Transfer Learning from Simulated Data
David Malmgren-Hansen, Anders Kusk, Jørgen Dall, Allan Aasbjerg Nielsen, Rasmus Engholm,
and Henning Skriver
Abstract—Data driven classification algorithms have proven
to do well for Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) in Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data. Collecting datasets suitable for these
algorithms is a challenge in itself as it is difficult and expensive.
Due to the lack of labelled datasets with real SAR images of
sufficient size, simulated data plays a big role in SAR ATR
development, but the transferability of knowledge learned on
simulated data to real data remains to be studied further.
In this paper we show the first study of Transfer Learning
between a simulated dataset and a set of real SAR images. The
simulated dataset is obtained by adding a simulated object radar
reflectivity to a terrain model of individual point scatters, prior to
focusing. Our results show that a Convolutional Neural Network
(Convnet) pre-trained on simulated data has a great advantage
over a Convnet trained only on real data, especially when real
data is sparse. The advantages of pre-training the models on
simulated data show both in terms of faster convergence during
the training phase and on the end accuracy when benchmarked
on the MSTAR dataset. These results encourage SAR ATR
development to continue the improvement of simulated datasets
of greater size and complex scenarios in order to build robust
algorithms for real life SAR ATR applications.
Index Terms—SAR ATR, Convolutional Neural Networks,
Transfer Learning, SAR Image Simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) for Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) applications it is well known that lack
of realistic and big labelled datasets is a challenge for the
development of robust algorithms. For statistical studies of
SAR ATR algorithm performance, it is important to have
sufficient data. However, just as important is it to have a
great variety of realistic scenarios. The latter should cover
objects on different kind of backgrounds, (e.g. grass, road,
gravel) but also scenes where objects are closely co-located,
occluded by trees and similar challenging scenarios, dependent
on its relevance to the ATR application at hand. Such datasets
will be difficult or at least very expensive to collect for each
individual SAR ATR application. Hence simulated data has
great potential to improve this field.
The Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recog-
nition (MSTAR) dataset has been used for benchmarking algo-
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rithms since it was collected by AFRL1 and DARPA2 between
1995-1997. The vehicles in the dataset are densely sampled in
azimuthal view angle but are only recorded at few depression
angles and the backgrounds remain stationary throughout the
dataset. Additionally, vehicles are centered in the image, and
there are no confusing features in the background (trees, other
vehicles, etc.). Due to these shortcomings it should not be
considered as a random subset of operational interesting SAR
ATR data [1]. Despite this, MSTAR is interesting since it can
show an algorithm’s robustness to the statistical properties
of real SAR data. MSTAR can also reveal the algorithm’s
generalizability of features learned on one depression angle,
to another, and thereby whether 2° difference in depression
angle sampling is adequate in ATR development. Several data
driven classification models have proven to do well on the
MSTAR task, such as [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. In order to learn
more about the algorithms’ scalability to larger recognition
tasks with more targets, or complex scenarios, the potential of
simulated data is big.
Research on improving Convolutional Neural Networks
(Convnets) by including simulated data dates back to 2004 [8]
for natural images. Here training images of toy figures made
the Convnet generalize to predictions on real images, when
complex backgrounds were inserted in the training samples.
In more recent work, [9], [10] it is suggested to use rendered
images from 3D CAD models to help training Convnets in spe-
cific applications where labelled data is sparse. In [9] there is a
specific focus on making the rendered images realistic. Instead
of rendering complex backgrounds it is suggested to use real
backgrounds and add rendered objects to them. Following such
an approach for SAR data to enhance SAR ATR development
is suggested several times in the literature, [11], [12], [13], but
whereas realistic rendering is highly developed in the optical
image domain, SAR simulation needs to deal with different
challenges. These challenges include complex summation of
reflections due to a coherent signal source, and edge diffraction
due to the large wavelength compared to visible light. Several
approaches to SAR image simulation have been suggested
from very simple scatter models as the one used in [14] to
sophisticated models that analyze the object and scene for
geometric features that have significant scattering [15].
To open up for the use of simulated data in real SAR ATR
applications, methods of exploiting it need to be explored
further. This is both in terms of ensuring that the simulated
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system used for simulated SAR images.
data is sufficiently realistic and to find practical ways of
incorporating it into data driven classification algorithms. In
[16] the combined use of simulated data and real data is
explored in a study of pairwise binary classification tasks
between SAR images with eight different ships. The exact ship
models are carefully modelled in a CAD drawing and rendered
with a SAR simulation tool. This study is not close to a real
application in the sense that it only shows the separability
between the pairs of ships, but reach an important conclusion
of simulated data having a regularizing effect on Convnet
training.
In this article we aim to explore the information that can be
learned from a simulated SAR dataset which can be transferred
to a real SAR data scenario. We do this by studying the
accuracy of a Convnet pre-trained on the simulated data
versus a Convnet trained with random initialized weights, i.e.
Transfer Learning such as in [17]. With this approach objects
in our simulated dataset, Dsim, do not have to be geometric
replicas of the real objects in our target dataset, Dreal, as
long as they share image features. This is a great advantage
for SAR ATR where exact target geometry rarely is known.
In this way our method possesses both a practical way of
incorporating simulated data into a SAR ATR application as
it reveals whether the data is realistic enough to benefit a
classification algorithm. We show that generic features learned
on the simulated data benefit the model performance on real
data. Our results show that training time can be reduced and
end performance improved. In the experiments described in
Section III we used simulated data from the tool introduced
in [18] named SARSIM. This tool is described in Section II
and the specific dataset used in this work will be publicly
available for research purposes at [19]. The results from the
Transfer Learning experiments are shown in Section IV and
Section V concludes and summarizes our findings.
II. DATA SIMULATION
To simulate realistic SAR images of an object, a model
of the object radar reflectivity is required, as well as models
of the surrounding terrain and the radar system. The object
reflectivity is estimated using the commercially available CST3
Microwave Studio Asymptotic Solver with a 3D CAD model
as input. CST estimates the complex scattered electric field
components over a range of frequencies, elevation (θ) angles
and azimuth (φ) angles, using the geometry illustrated in
Figure 1. The frequency sweep covers the simulated radar
system bandwidth, and a full 360◦ sweep in azimuth is carried
out for each desired elevation angle. Since the CST simulation
results are sampled in frequency, the sampling increment, ∆f ,
determines the alias-free scene extent (object size) in range,
Wr, that can be simulated by ∆f < c2Wr , c being the speed
of light. Likewise, the azimuth sampling increment, ∆φ is
determined not by the antenna beamwidth (as it is in a real
system), but by the alias-free scene extent in azimuth, Wx, as
∆φ < λ2Wx , with λ being the wavelength.
The geometry in Figure 1 assumes acquisition along a circu-
lar synthetic aperture. By using a time-domain back-projection
focusing algorithm [20], however, the final output images can
be provided on an arbitrary grid, e.g. a rectangular slant-
range/azimuth grid. Compared to a linear aperture, simulation
of a circular aperture yields a slightly different result due to
varying incidence angles along the aperture. For an aperture
corresponding to 10 cm resolution at X-band and nominal
θ = 45◦, the difference is smaller than 0.2◦. This difference
is independent of sensor altitude, and is smaller yet for lower
depression angles. This means that even though linear aperture
SAR images are desired, the circular aperture reflectivity
simulation is likely a reasonable approximation. The output
resolution is determined by the frequency bandwidth and
azimuth angle interval used.
Terrain clutter is modelled by adding the object signal to
the simulated backscatter of a set of individual point-like scat-
terers prior to SAR focusing. The scatterers are specified by
(X,Y, Z)-position and complex reflectivity. For every aperture
angle, the visibility of each scatterer is determined by casting
rays from the sensor position to the scatterer and testing for
intersection with the object CAD model. Scatterers for which
the ray intersects the object are suppressed. For every visible
scatterer, the range is calculated, and the simulated backscatter
signal is generated by multiplying a flat spectrum with (a)
the complex reflectivity of the scatterer, (b) a linear phase
ramp that shifts the time response to have maximum at the
calculated range, and (c) the two-way propagation phase. The
summed contributions of all visible scatterers are added to
the object signal. Simulated thermal noise is then added to
every sample based on the radar equation and the simulated
SAR system parameters. Finally, the signal is focused in
range by an inverse FFT (with Taylor weighting for sidelobe
suppression), and azimuth focusing is done using the back-
projection algorithm. The approach above ensures that the
clutter and noise signals are subjected to the same SAR
processing as the object signal, and also models shadowing
and partial visibility along the aperture correctly. Arbitrary
scatterers can be used for the clutter simulation; currently,
homogeneous clutter is simulated by a point scatterer at every
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3Fig. 2. Real vs. simulated images of T-72 at 15◦ depression and 148◦
azimuth. Left MSTAR actual SAR image, Right SARSIM simulated image.
Fig. 3. MSTAR T-72 tank and T-72 CAD model used for simulated image.
output grid point, with complex reflectivity modelled by a
complex zero-mean Gaussian process with identical real and
imaginary part variance s2:
s2 = (σ0δaδr)/2 cos θ (1)
where σ0 is the terrain reflectivity, and δa and δr are the range
and azimuth pixel spacings. Typical values of σ0 for different
terrain types are available in [21].
Figure 2 shows a real MSTAR SAR image of a T-72 tank
and the corresponding simulated image generated with the
SARSIM tool, using a T-72 CAD model and MSTAR radar
parameters, assuming a grassy terrain. A photo of the tank, as
well as a rendering of the CAD model are shown in Figure
3.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments explained in this section are intended
to investigate the transferability of information learned in a
parametric model. Let us consider a classification task on a
dataset, D, solved with a Convnet model, y(x,w), with input
x ∈ D. The model parameters or weights, w, are initialized
following the approach in [22] with a uniform distribution in
the interval,
w ∼ U [−
√
6√
nl + nl+1
,
√
6√
nl + nl+1
],
for l = 0, ..., L− 1 (2)
with L being the number of layers in our model, and nl being
the number of incoming nodes in the l’th layer. For a multi
class classification task, the maximum likelihood optimization
of our model will be given with the categorical cross entropy
error function if the output of the network is a softmax
function, [23]. The error function is given by,
E(w) = −
N∑
n=1
tn ln(y(xn,w)), (3)
with tn being a ”one-hot” vector encoding a one for the
correct class and zeros otherwise given the n’th image. y()
has an output representing the probability of each k-classes in
the given classification task. The error function can then be
minimized with a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) scheme.
In our analysis we use a version of SGD where the gradient
for each iteration is divided with a root-mean-square weighted
sum of the weights and previous gradients. This method
called RMSprop [24], helps ensure a stable learning curve by
effectively adjusting the step size of the weight updates.
In order to explain the amount of information that can be
transferred from a simulated dataset, Dsim, to a real dataset,
Dreal, we investigate the error, E(w), during the minimization
process of Equation (3) with xn ∈ Dreal, for the following
two scenarios.
1) w being initialized according to Equation (2).
2) w being initialized from argmin
w
E(w,x), for x ∈
Dsim.
Additionally, we can consider random subsets of Dreal in
order to study the relationship with dataset sparsity. The
amount of data needed for training a model to SAR ATR
is critical in operational scenarios, since it can be difficult
to obtain dense datasets of the relevant objects. It should be
emphasized that in our setup the classification task on Dsim
and Dreal can differ in terms of objects and complexity. Since
the number of classes in Dsim and Dreal in our experiment
differ, we re-initialize the last layer with random weights
according to Equation (2) in both scenarios. The two datasets
used in the experiments are described in Section III-A.
The Convnet used in our experiments has 412,028 parame-
ters. Layers and input sizes of the Convnet can be seen in Table
I. We run our optimization by mini batch gradient descent with
a batch size of 128 images. We further add L2-norm weight
decay to our update scheme.
Several approaches to Transfer Learning are reported in
literature where only the last layer is fine tuned on a new
dataset or where early layers are fine tuned with reduced
learning rate. We will fine tune all parameters in the Convnet
with equal learning rate as this was experimentally shown as
the best procedure in [17].
On the standard MSTAR 10-way classification task with
randomly initialized weights the model presented in Table I
reaches 93.2% accuracy on the test set.
A. Datasets
The two datasets used in the experiments are described
below.
1) MSTAR: MSTAR is a set of real SAR images of mili-
tary vehicles. The subset often used for testing classification
algorithms contains 10 vehicle types recorded at 15° and
4TABLE I
CONVNET MODEL USED IN EXPERIMENTS. THE OUTPUT SIZE DENOTES
(number of rows x number of columns x number of nodes) IN EACH LAYER.
RECTIFIED LINEAR UNIT IS AN ACTIVATION FUNCTION DEFINED BY
f(x) = max(0, x).
Layer Type Layer Output size Kernel size comment
Input 128x128x1 - -
Convolutional 128x128x12 5x5 ReLU activation
Maxpooling 42x42x12 3x3
Convolutional 42x42x36 5x5 ReLU activation
Maxpooling 21x21x36 2x2
Convolutional 17x17x72 5x5 ReLU activation
Maxpooling 8x8x72 2x2
Fully connected 56 1x4608 ReLU activation
Fully connected 10 1x56 Softmax activation
17° depression angles. The vehicles are densely sampled in
azimuthal rotation with an image for each 1° - 2° depending
on the object. The training set contains the ten vehicles at 17°
and the test set contains the 15° samples.
2) SARSIM: The dataset consists of simulated SAR images
of vehicles and is simulated according to the description in
Section II. Fourteen vehicle CAD models have been down-
loaded from the web and each one is simulated for every two
degree azimuthal object rotation at seven different depression
angles (15°, 17°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40° and 45°). The objects
belong to seven different categories with two objects in each
category (truck, car, motorbike, bus, tank, bulldozer and pick-
up). Each object has been simulated with three different
statistically generated background clutter types, corresponding
to grass, roads and a mean of the two.
In our experiments the dataset is split randomly with
90% for training and 10% for testing. The effect on end
performance by splitting the data in different ways (e.g. by
depression angle, object model instance etc.) is not in the
scope of this article to explore, but could be relevant for future
studies. With the random split of 90%/10% we achieve a high
accuracy on the test set (>99%). This is probably due to the
very dense sampling of objects in different view angles.
IV. RESULTS
For each of the Convnet training scenarios on MSTAR, we
consider five random subsets of the full dataset, (20%, 40%,
60%, 80% and 100%). In Figure 4 the accuracy on the test
set is shown for each epoch, with epoch being the number
of batch iterations corresponding to all images in the dataset
being processed.
It is clearly seen that pre-training on simulated data makes
the network converge faster on the real data set. This can
be a great advantage in operational SAR ATR scenarios
where problems can involve more vehicles than present in
the MSTAR and where new vehicles are added regularly.
Additionally, MSTAR lacks the variance of objects on different
backgrounds, which makes real problems require even bigger
datasets to fulfil operational requirements.
The difference in the end performance between the ran-
domly initialized model and the pre-trained model seems to
diminish with increasing dataset sizes. To illustrate this, Figure
5 shows a bar-plot of the end performance for each experiment.
Fig. 4. Error on test dataset measured for each epoch during the training
process. Different sub-plots show the fraction of the training data that was
used.
Fig. 5. End test performance averaged over the last 10 epochs to even out
test error variance due to training set/test set bias.
The end performance is reported as the average over the last
ten epochs in order to reduce the variance on the test accuracy.
This variance is likely due to biases between test and training
sets and since the MSTAR problem splits between test and
training on the depression angle, there is a significant bias
between them. This variance was also reported in [2].
The difference in performance with increasing percentage
of data included in the training is likely due to the very dense
sampling in azimuth angles and lack of background clutter
5variance in MSTAR. In operational scenarios it is very unlikely
that such a dense sampling can be obtained for all objects
of concern. Figure 5 shows that there is a great potential
for increased performance with pre-training on simulated data
when only sparsely sampled datasets are available.
V. CONCLUSION
The advances in simulation of SAR images lead towards
practical data driven classification algorithms being useful in
SAR ATR. We have shown that the simulated SAR images do
in fact contain valid information that is useful for real SAR
data ATR problems. The simulated data used in this work is
improving both training convergence and the end performance
of the classifier.
Transfer Learning provides a favourable scheme in utilizing
simulated data. It enables the use of the many detailed CAD
models freely available online to learn generic features that
can be transferred to real SAR images in ATR applications.
As detailed CAD models might be hard to obtain of all objects
in a given operational classification task, Transfer Learning
might be necessary to alleviate the lack of sufficient amounts
of real SAR data.
The proposed method can as well be useful for other
remote sensing problems, such as land cover classification
and detection of objects in cities. In the proposed simulation
algorithm it is assumed that object and ground interaction
effects are negligible by separately simulating each of them.
When comparing with the MSTAR images this assumption
seemed reasonable, though it might be different for other radar
frequencies and different environments. By proposing Transfer
Learning between the simulated and real data it is likely that
generic features can be learned although some simplifications
are made in the simulation process. A study of which parts
of the simulation are important in order to make Convnets
generalize between the two data domains is an interesting
subject for future work.
For the future improvement of SAR ATR, bigger and more
realistic datasets need to be gathered. Including more complex
scenes such as co-located vehicles, occlusions by trees and
confusing objects such as buildings, will be the next step
in the development. The performance of algorithms on a
greater variety of object types will also shed light on data
driven classification methods’ robustness in operational SAR
ATR applications. It must be expected that in operationally
interesting applications, algorithms should deal with far more
vehicle types compared to MSTAR and SARSIM. As shown
in our experiments simulated data may play an important role
in these studies.
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